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"The irS Army TIfantry School conducted a demonstration of the portability

of the Improved Medium Antiarmor Assault Weapon System (IMAAWS), using mock-ups
weighing 1.1, 16, and 20 kg (25, 35, and 45 lbs). The demonstration revealed no

,;tintficant differences among the different loads in their effects on marching
time, heart rate, blood pressure, time to fire a rifle or marksmanship. This

report provides details which show that the lack of significant differences was
caltse,1 by the Ideal and unrealistic conditions under which the demonstration

wis held. JISAHEL'q conclusion remains that the IMAAWS should add less than
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ANALYSIS OF THE USAIS IMAAWS PORTABILITY DEMONSTRATION

EXECITT [V SUMMARY

" The US Army Infantry School (USAIS) conducted a field demonstration of

the portability of the improved medium antiarmor assault weapon (IMAAWS).

klthough no complete description of the demonstration has been or will be

published by the USAIS, decisions about the future of the IMAAWS might be
based on the results of their demonstration. The conclusions of the USAIS,
as outlined ia working papers entitled "Manportability of IMAAWS," were

that none of the tested loads degraded the soldier's physical condition
past medically acceptable limits and that there were no significant

differences in marching time, time to fire, or marksmanship caused by the

different loads. The USAIS concluded that, within the scope of their
demonstration, "the IMAAWS gunner can s'iccessfully carry up to 45 pounds in
addition to his fighting load and his existence load in less than
established march times."

The US Army Human Engineering Laboratory (USARIEL) has taken the
position ('iordano & Brainerd, 1981) that the IMAAWS must not add more than
30 pounds of the soldier's load. Although the USA[S working papers fairly

state USAIIEL's position, we consider it important to report the details of
the demongtration and point out why its results seem to allow a heavier
IMAAWS than USAHEL has recommended. Part 1 of this report elaborates on

the design and results of the USAIS demonstration; Part 2 describes the
shortcomings that may have led to the apparent portability of the heavier
TMAAWS. griefly, these shortcomings include insufficient sample size,
nontactical conditions, and possible unmatched subject groups.

TSAHFL maintains its position that the IMAAWS must not add more than
30 pounds to the load of the light infantryman.
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ANALYSLS OF THE UISA[S IMAAWS PORTABILITY DEMONSTRATION

INTRODUCTION

On 3 and 4 March 1981, the TTS Army Infantry School (USAIS) conducted a
field demoastratLon of the portability of the Improved Medium Antiarmor
kssault Weapon System (IMAAWS). This demonstration (demo) was prompted by

a report (Giordano & Rraiaeri, 1981) by the US Army Human Engineering

-." Labnratory (USAHI'L) that summarized the results of a number of portage
studies aal concluded that the IMAAWS must not add more than 30 pound (14
kg) to the light infantryman's fighting load of 38 pounds (17 kg).

The weight specification for the IMAAWS has been an issue at USAHEL
"- nr- the first draft of the letter of agreement (LOA) which appeared in

1977. IJSAHIEL's position has been that a single infantryman must not be
burdened with a system that is too heavy. Weight limits depend on the

distant that the systems must be transported.

These are the specific USAHEL conclusions (Giordaio & Brainerd, 1981):

There should be two IMAAWS requirements: one for light

Lifantry and one for mechanized infantry.

The Dragon antitank weapon weighs as much as or more than the
light inrfantry soldier caa carry. For light infantry, it is clearly a
crew-served weapon requiring a dedicated gunner.

An TMAAWS which can defeat Soviet armor demands the support

provilled by mecliaaLed units.

The TMAAWS LOA (dated 5 February 1980) included the following human

factors requirements:

I A qystem weighing no more than 45 pounds for one-man portage.

2. Accommodation of 5th to 95th percentile infantrymen In all

firing positions and ensembles.

3. Operation, maintenance, and training that do not exceed the

abilities oF potential users.

Portage requiremeats, either distances or scenarios, are not statedin

the LOA; there !s also no explicit requirement that 5th to 95th percentile
soldiers be ahle to carry the IMAAWS.
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HEL's 30-pound limit nears the low end of the range suggested by th,
IJSA[F, in their matrix of manportability (Appendix A). The weights the
USkiS proposed for testing were 25, 35, 45, and 55 pounds (11, 16, 20, and
15 Kg). The demo was conducted to see if soldiers could carry any of those
woights (the heaviest being 40 percent above USAHEL's recommendation) for
the distances and at the rates specified in the matrix.

USAREL took part in this demo by designing the original version of the
after-portage questionnaire, making inputs to the demo design, observing
the demo, and assisting in the data reduction. The r..sponsibility for the
fin l iemo design and the conduct of the demo rested with USAiS.

"SU\VPI, is publishing this report because the final result of the
sr:idv, that the croop could carry the heavy loads, is well known but few

know the details of the study and the limitations of the data. The USMAS
ho'.. written some working pap-rs entitled "Manportability of IMAAWS"

as Appendix B), but t ie! have no plans to expand their brief
write-up.

'P-irt 1 of this report consists of a full description of the IMAAWS
norto[hLity demonstration, including its methods, results, and a
rte;Uemnt of the conclusion drawn in the USAIS working papers. Part 2
o1t: 1Lne the weaknesses of the demo and how the data can be used to suggest

* th:t !1IAAWS can weigh more than USAHEL has recommended. Additional data

PART 1 - DESCRIPTION OF TIE DEMONSTRATION

-"" MET-I) D

Generai Desqcription

-Hiftee oldiers were divided into three groups of five and matched
- f) r t-) their running speed on a 2-mile course. Throughout the

! :,,. ra~o ,eaich soldier carried a simulated IMMAWS of a certain weight.

:;;wi)p c. crried an TMAAWS weighing 25 pounds (11 kg); Group M carried ode
w, -- 35 ponds (16 kg), and Group H carried the heaviest mock-up, a
---- noni ,r (20 kg). The proposed 55-pound load was dropped because It was

" : "too hieivy,

--.ash group carried their loads over four different courses: 10, 3.5,
r)./, ml 1n0.i km. The soldiers marched the 10 km course on the first day
.r ,, ,ompleted the other three distances the next.

6
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The time for each mard-h was recorded, and medics measured blood
pressure and heart rate before and during the 10 and 3.5 km marches. After
each march, the soldiers fired 15 rounds with an M16 rifle at a target;
their scores and the time they took to fire were noted.

Test Area

This demo was conducted at Fort Benning, GA. Four different test
courses wer,? chosen, but the common finish line was at a rifle range.
These courses consisted of open roads without obstacles or steep hills.

'lthough most of the roads were dirt, a few stretches .ere tarred.

. .

Subjects

Fiften male enlisted soldiers participated in the study as subjects.
Their neasi height was 69.5 inches (176.5 cm); th.eir mean weight, nude, was
154.1 pounds (69.9 kg). The ranges were 66 to 77.5 inches (168 to 197 cm)
and 139 to 221 pounds (63 to 100 kg).

"pparatus

Clothing -uid Equipmert

The subjects wore a standard uniform of fatigues, underwear,
S-socks, boots, and a helmet. In addition, they carried a fighting load of

ratLions, a canteen, an equipment belt, an entrenching tool, a
chemical-biological (CB) mask, two grenades, a poncho, and an M16 rifle
with five magazines of 30 rounds each. The subject's uniform and fighting
load weighed 38 pounds (L7 kg). On the 10 km march only, the subjects also
carried an existence load of 28 pounds (13 kg), including a pack, sleeping
bag, field jacket, chemical protective overgarment, and other items.

IMMAWS Loads

O Three types of IKMAWS mock-ups were carried during the study.
These loads were expended Dragon tubes, packed with sand, that look the
same but liffered in weight. Type H (heavy) weighed 45 pounds (20 kg);
Type M (medium) weight 35 pounds (26 kg); and Type L (light) 25 pounds (11
kg). The mock-ups were equipped with straps so they could be slung across
the back )r cradled in the arms. A special harness was designed to which

* the mck-up could be attached if the subjects wanted to carry the IMAAWS on
their back. On the 10 km march, this harness was used to help secure the
existence load, but it was free for use on the other three marches. The
subjects were told they could carry the weapon any way they wanted, and
they could switch from one method to another any time. The carrying styles
chosen are discussed in Part 2.

,*%
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Independent Variables

1. Loads

Three different IMAAWS loads were carried: The Type I, the
Type M, and the Type L mock-ups.

2. Courses

The subjects were required to carry the IMAAWS mock-ups over
four courses of different lengths: 0.05, 0.04, 3.5, and 10 km.

Depende'nt Variables

1. Portage Times

The portage tim, )r each subject were measured to the
ie nearct second by stopwatch for the &': shorter marches and to the nearest
ninute bv wristwatch for the two longer marches.

2. Heart Rate

Medic- measured the subject's heart rate by wrist
palpation for I minute during the rest stops in the 3.5 and 10 km
marches. The results were compared to baseline levels taken at the start of
the march.

3. Blood Pressure

While the heart rate was being measured by one medic,
another :ned ic measured the blood pressure with a standard sphygmomanometer.
These results were also compared to baseline values.

-.'. 4. Firing Duration

After marching, each subject fired I5 rounds with an M16
rifle. The time to fire these rounds was measured to the nearest second.

5. Marksmanship

Each subject's marksmanship was measured by counting up the
number of point, each bullet scored on an E-type silhouette with a hill's
eye target at 200 m. The target's bull's eye was worth 10 points, and each
succeeding ring was worth 9, 8, and 7 points. Any bullet that failed to lit
the target within the 7-point ring was ruled a miss and scored nothing.

6. Questionnaires

The subjects filled out questionnaries after the shooting
portion of each march. The complete questionnaire is contained in the

0Results section of this report.

8
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PROC E )U RE

rhe 15 subjects were divided into five speed groups based on their
most recent time for the 2-mile run during physical training. The fastest
three subjects were placed in Group I; the next three comprised Group 2;

* and so oil untiA ill five groups were formed. One subject from each of the
five groLIps was randomly assigned to carry Load H; a second subject carried
L'ad M; and the remaining subject carried Load L. Each type of mock-up,
thero Core, was -arried by five subjects, one from each speed group. No
;ub ect carried more than one type of mock-up during the demonstration.

The subjects were not trained in any special way for this
de~mstritton. The USAIS assumed that the subjects were accustomed to
:Arrvin, ,)ads for extended distances and shooting at targets with their
rifles.

The demonstration lasted two days; each subject completed a 10 km
,nar,h on the first day and the remaining three marches on the next day.

4Before the start of each march, a set of instructions was read, including a
description of ai combat situation that the subjects were instructed to
pretend to operite under; however, there was no way to ensure that they
would nA[itatn the pretense.

Each subjct was accompanied on every march by a higher-ranking
soldier who acted as a data collector, recording information like times and
methods of carry. These soldiers may have helped motivate the subjects,
but it is impossible to tell how much. Would the subjects have walked
faster or carried the load longer if they had been alone?

On the 10 km march, the subjects were stopped twice for medical
checks, on the 3.5 km march, the subjects were only stopped once. While
one medic checked a subject's heart rate, a second medic measured another
subject's blood pressure. The duration of the rest stop varied, depending
on how many soldiers were waiting in line for the medics.

Whe'i they finished marching, the subjects immediately went to their
firing position and fired 15 rounds at the stationary target. The time

" taken to fire the rounds and the score were recorded. Under some
conditions (Table 1), the subjects fired another 15 rounds after a 5- or
10-minute rest.

When the firing ended, the -,ubjects filled out a questionnaire that
solicited their opinions about te tasks they had just completed.

V9
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TABLE 1

Portage Tasks

Desired Rifle Firing Task
Distance Speed Load Medic 0 5 15

task (km) (m/s) Componentsa  Stops Before After: Min Min Min

I 10 2.4 H + FL + EL 2 X X X
M + FL + EL 2 X X X
L + FL + EL 2 X X X

[ [ 3.5 3.5 H + FL 1 X X
M+ FL 1 X X
L+ FL I X X

-t 0.4 5.0 H + FL 0 X X
SM+ FL 0 X X
L+FL 0 X X

T TV 0.05 dash H + FL 0 X
(sic)

M +Fl 0 X
L+FL 0 X

an: 45-pound IMAAWS
M: 35-pound IMAAWS
L: 25-pound IMAAWS
FL: 38-pound fighting load
EL: 29-pound existence load

RE SU LTS

The USAIS stated in their working papers (Appendix B) that "no
differences among (load) groups were found as regards the time to complete

* .. the course, change in blood pressure or pulse rate, marksmanship scores, or
time to fire 15 rounds." While this description ts accurate, the data

. warrant a closer review, so that the reasons for the lack of differences
can be made clear in Part 2 of this report.

Portage Time and Pace

%".' *Figure I shows the portage paces, in meters traveled per second, for
each of the three IMAAWS loads. The figure shows the obvious relationship
between distance and speed: The longer the distance was to march, the
slower the marcher's speed.

10
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Figure 1 does not support the common sense notion that the heavier
loads would be carried slower than the lighter loads. Instead, Load H
seems to have been carried almost as fast as Load L, especially during the
two longest marches. Load M turns out to have been the slowest carried
load, although the differences among the paces are never significant, even
at the 0.4 km distance (see Tables 2 and 3) where the difference looks the
greatest. As will be shown, Load M could have been carried the slowest
because of the particular group of subjects ca .,ing it or because of some
characteristic of the load itself.

Blood Pressure

The subject's blood pressure was expected to rise over rested levels
during the 3.5 and 10 km marches, with greater increases stemming from
heav'ier loads. Figure 2 shows, however, that there was no discernible in-
crease over rested pressure levels for either of the two medic stops during
the 10 km march. This situat i on was the same regardless of the weight of
the load. This unexpected lac': of change was probable attributable to
methodological problems: The linos were long enough at the medic stops that
the soldier's blood pressure may have had time to recover. When a person

0 stops after a period of vigorous exercise, blood pressure can fall very
*quickly. The medic stops were much more efficient during the 3.5 km march

(because the subjects' starting times had been staggered), and the blood
pressures do show an apparent increase over rested levels. Even so, there
is no evidence that the heavier loads caused more of an increase than the
lighter loads, nor did the overall increase endanger the subject's health.

Pulse Rate

The pulse rate data in Figure 3 present a more expected pattern than
the blood pressure data. During both the 3.5 and 10 km marches, pulse rate
rose over the premarch levels. In the 10 km march, this increase appears to
have continued through the second stop. Again, however, this increase
appears unrelated to changes in load weight. The long lines probably had
less of an effect on the pulse rates because one medic could walk along the
line takfg readings while the subjects continued to wait for the other
medic to take their blood pressures.

Time to Fire 15 Rounds

Figure 4 is a synthesis of the mean times-to-fire. The data have been
combined to simplify the task of detecting any changes caused by carrying

Nor the various EMAAWS loads. The unstressed times are grand means of two pre-
portage trials, the trials that took place 15 minutes after the 10 and 3.5
km marches, and the trials that took place 5 minutes after the 0.4 km
march. The stressed trials are grand means of the firing trials that took
place immediately after each portage (10, 3.5, 0.4, and 0.05 km). Figure 4
shows that there was little evidence that carrying any load resulted in
slower firing times. Moreover, the weight of the load does not seem to
have an effect. The subjects who carried Load H had slower firing times,
but their preportage firing times were equally slow, so the slowness was
likely caused by the condition of the subjects themselves, not the loads

they carrled.
r , 1 2
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TABLE 2

Portage Pace (m/sec) by Load at 0.4 km

Pace (Row Rank)
Group Load L Load M Load H Sample Range Range Rank

1 4.3 (3) 2.2 (1) 3.1 (2) 2.1 5
2 3.8 (3) 2.1 (2) 1.9 (1) 1.9 3
3 2.8 (2) 1.8 (L) 3.0 (3) 1.2 2
4 2.5 (2) 2.4 (1) 2.7 (3) 0.3 1

.. : 5 3.7 (3) 1.7 (1) 2.2 (2) 2.0 4

W

S TABLE 3

(RneQuade Test on Weighted Ranks

(Range Rank x (Row Rank - (No. Loads + 1)/2)

Group Load L Lead M Load H

1 5 -5 0
2 3 0 -3
3 0 -2 2
-4 0 -1 1

* 5 4 -4 0

Sum 12 10

Total Loads (N) 5
Total Sum of Squares (A) 110
Treatment Sum of Squares (B) 57.6
Test Statistic (T) = 4.40 n.s.

T=(N-1)B/(A-B)
Minimum T @ .05 for significance = 4.46

13
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Marksmanship Scores

Figure 5 contains the mean marksmanship scores combined in the same

" way that the times-to-fire were combined for Figure 4. Figure 5 shows

little evidence for i decrease in marksmanship scores after portage or for

a decrease by load.

Summary of Result- (1SAIS Working Papers)

*- The IJSA[S working papers entitled "Manportabiltty of IMAAWS" (Appendix

B), summarized the r.sults of the demo this way:

"None of the loads carried degraded the soldier's physical
condition past edically acceptable limits., dditionally, no significant
Itfferunce in the tit. to complete any of the courses, marksmanship scores,
or time to fire 15 rounds was noted."

JSAIS Conclusions

The two conclusions drawn from the demo were:

1. "Within the scope of the USAIS field test, the IMAAWS gunner
can sucocessfulLy carry up to 45 pounds in addition to his fighting load and

his existence load tiu less than established march times.

2. "Based on the TIEL recommendations and the USAIS field test, a
35-pound IMAAWS is highly desir3ble."

Part 2 of this report will discuss some added data not mentioned in
the working papers and will. point out how the design used in this demo
prevented any significant differences based on weight.

PART 2 - DISCUSS[ON OF THE RESULTS ANT) ADDITIONAL DATA

ADDITIONAL DATA

The working papers did not discuss two classes of data from the
demonstration, the methods oF carry and the questionnaire data.

Methods of Carry

The subjects were allowed to carry their loads any way they wanted.
There were, however, some limitations imposed by the loads themselves; for

instance, the existence load that all subject carried on the 10 km march
prevented them from clipping the IfIAAWS tube to a haress designed for this
demonstration. During the shorter marches, the existence load was not
carried, so the harness could be used freely.

17
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The subjects chose three general carrying styles, with many variations
within each style. The freedom of movement of the TMAAWS tube depended oil
the carrying style. Tn the first style, the IMAAWS tube was carried
loosely in the arms or by the strap. The second style allowed less move-
ment: The tube was slung over the shoulder, or around the neck. The third
style was the most restrictive of all: The weapon was either clipped to the

special harness, attached to the rucksack, or placed across the shoulders
on top of the pack where its weight kept it in place. These three basic
styles will be called "carried," "slung," and "fixed" for short.

Table 4 contains the usage rates of the three carrying styles.
Generally, the use of the fixed style decreased as the loads became lighter
and the distances shorter, a good indication that the lighter loads caused

less fatigue for the subjects, despite the similar portage paces. Figure 6

illistrates the usage pattern of the fixed style. Note that a weapon that
is easy to sling will be ready for firing more quickly than one that is
attached by a harness.

TABLE 4

Carrying Style: Percent Usage

, Style Distance (km) Load H Load M Load ,

Carrled 10.0 0 ) 0
3.5 18 22 0
0.4 17 0 0
0.05 14 53 68

Slung 10.0 15 18 62
3.5 21 20 81
0.4 26 54 61
0.05 43 29 32

Fixed 10.0 85 82 38
3.5 61 57 19
0.4 57 46 39
0.05 43 19 0

-

The usage patterns show that carrying style was a factor that should
have been controlled in the experiment for proper comparisons among
performances. Figure 6 shows that method of carry was a confounding
variable.

p . 19
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. Questionnaire Results

The questioninaire administered to each subject Immediately after the
portage and marksmanship tasks consisted of four sections:

Section I Rating Scales

Section Ii Complaints

Section III Agree-Disagree Statements

Sect-on TV Miscellaneous

The questionnaire was designed by HEL and modified in wording, but not
structure, by the TJSA[S. Although there were some difficulties in
interpreting the data from the questLonnaires, the results provide some
i nsights into the effects of the loads on the subjects. Often, the
questLonnaire results revealed differences between loads that were not
apparo~nt uising the time, blood pressure, and pulse rate data. The USAIS
did not refer to the questionnaire data at all in their working papers.

1. Rating-Scale Questions

The It rating-scale questions (Table 5) were answered on
5-point scales for which all subjects were to choose the number that best
represented their opinion. All of the questions were scaled the same way;

"; positive opinions were assigned the lower numbers and negative opinions the
higher numbers. Normally, good experimental practice requires mixing up
thi- order so that some positive opinions are assigned high values and
others low values. In this demonstration, however, the unmixed order was

thought to be lss confusing for the subjects.

When the scales are not randomly assigned, subjects tend to
cluster their responses around preferred numbers. Some subjects will
generally circle a high number, for instance, regardless of their opinion.
Unfortunately, there is no unequivocal way to tell if a given load's
ratings reflect true opinions or clustering. With that caution, the
results of the rating-scale questions follow.

S Table 6 contains the mean ratings for each load for each
d is tance. The general pattern for all 11 scales was that Load M was rated

4:. worst and Load , best. This pattern held true for all distances. Load M
was rated worst or tied for the worst in 35 of the 44 possible scale and
distance ,ombinations. Was Load M really worse, or did the subjects who
carried it simply prefer to give higher ratings than the subjects who
cirried the other two loads? This question cannot be answered definitely.

The ratings for the 10 km distance usually were the worst,
whll ! the other three distances differed little from one another.
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TABLF 5

Rating-Scalc Questions

1. How do you rate the test weapon you , irried with respect to portability
(ease of carry)?

.1 -

very somewhat neuttal somewhat very
EASY HARD
to carry 1 2 3 4 5 to carry

2. Answer the following questions now that you have completed the test course.

a. How did you feel at the end of t.he test course?

very somewhat neutral somewhat very
RESTI':) 1 2 3 4 5 TTRFD

b. If the weapons were guaraniteeCd to kill the target, would you want to
carry it over the kinds of disti.nces and terrain that are like the
course you just traveled?

definitely probably neutral probably definitely
% YES 1 2 3 4 5 NO

c. If a somewhat heavier weapon welre guaranteed to kill the target, would
you want to carry it over the kinds of distances and terrain that are
like the course you just traveled?

definitely probably neutral probably definitely
YES 1 2 3 4 5 NO

d. If the weapon were guaranteed to kill the target, could you carry the
weapon over the kinds of distances and terrain that are like the course

,. you just traveled in a quicker time if you had to in order to do your
job In a combat situation?

lefinitely probably neutral probably definitely
YES L 2 3 4 5 NO

3. Rate tlie test weapon you carried with respect to the following
character ist ics:

very somewhat neutral somewhat very
• L iH'T 1 2 3 4 5 HEAVY

SHORT 1 2 3 4 5 LONG
COMFORrABLF 1 2 3 4 5 UNCOMFORTABLE
BALANCED 1 2 3 4 5 UNBALANCED
STABLE 1 2 3 4 5 ITNSTABLE
MANAGEABLE 1 2 3 4 5 UNMANAGEABLE

.-4.
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2. Complaints

The second part of the questionnaLre consisted of 30
compliints (Table 7). The subjects were told to check all of the
complaints that applied to the load just carried or to the course just
traversed. There are some methodological problems associated with this
part !)[ the questionnaire. First, the check marks are difficult to analyze
statistically because many complaints were not checked. The Chi-square
test, f)r instance, is not designed to handle cells with a sample size of
zero. A further problem involves the interpretiton of blank data. If a
check mark indi -ites a complaint, does the lack of a check indicate no
complaint? The subject may have felt mild agreement with a certain
complatit, but not enough to warr-int checking it.

The Z-test For the significance of a proportion was used to
determine whi,-h comments were -hecked a significant number of times. The
probability that a given complaiv -Yould be checked was set at 0.5 because
each subject made the choice to ciec or not to check the complaint.

This test showed, for a = .05, all five of the subjects
* carryiig a particular load at a certain distance has to check a complaint

for the result to be significant. The only complaint checked a significant
number of times was:

"4

My back got tired: Load H, tO km.

These complaints are difficult to analyze, partly because
there were! so few complaints across all conditions. There were 30
complaints that could be check for each of four marching distances and
three load weights. The total number of cells, then, was 360. At the .05
probability level, 18 signiFicant responses would be expected. Receiving

only one significant complaint indicates that the results have been because

of chance.

3. Agree-Disagree Statement

The 14 statements to which subjects were asked to agree or
disagree are listed in Table 8. If the probability of agreeing or

*disagreeing with a given statement is taken to be 0.5, the Z-test for the
sign[Ficance of a proportion declares, for the sample sizes in this
evaluation, that a result be significant only if it is unanimous.

Table 9 contains the results of this Z-test. The statements
can b, grouped according to whether an agreement to that statement reflects

' a positive or negative attitude toward the test load and distance. By this
grouping, si( of the statements can be classed as positive aad eight
negative. Table 9 shows the significant positive and negative responses as
an array of plusses and minuses. Notice first that there are more negatlve
comments (40) than positive ones (7). This result could reflect that the
choice of 0.5 for the probability of agreement was an error, but it is more
likely that the subject found the general task of carrying these loads

disagreeable.
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TABLE 7

Complaints

I. The course was too long.
2. The course was too rough.

. 3. The footing was poor.
4. The hills were too steep.
5 9. The pace was too fast.

. b. The pace was too slow.
7. T was already tired before I started.
3. There weren't enough rest stops.
9. There were too many stops; I couldn't hit a marching rhythm.
l !). Sharp edges on the load dug into my body.
11. The shoulder strap dug into my shoulder.
12. The load made breathing difficult.
13. The load was too heavy.
14. The load was unbalanced.
15. The load flopped and bumped against my body.

* 16. The load kept hitting me in the head.
17. The load kept hitting me in the butt or the backs of my legs.
I S. The load was too wide.
10. The load kept snagging on the brush.
2. The load was hard to crawl with.
21. The load made it hard to get around (or over) obstacles.
'2. My rifle got in the way while I was carrying the test weapon.

". . My hands got tired.
24. My arms got tired.
2-5" Mv legs got tired.

26. My back got tired.
11 .. Therc wasn't enough time to rest before firing.
?8. There was too much time before firing.
1'9. T was too tired after the carry to do my best firing.
30. The targets were too hard to hit.

TABLE 8

Agree-Disagree Statements

1. T would feel good about carrying this weapon in combat.
2. 1 wish the weapon were ten pounds lighter.

3. T could carry this weapon all day, and it wouldn't bother me.
4. My marksmanship was off after carrying the weapon.
5. The weapon was easy to carry.

. d don't think I could carry this weapon day after day.
7. T could carry a heavier weapon if it meant I had more firepower.
8. 1 would have trouble keeping up with the riflemen in my squad if I

carried this weapon.
9. I fired better after the fifteen minutes rest than I did right after

the carry.
1 v. This weapon would be easier to carry in my squad because I could

switch loads with the others once in a while.
Si. 1 don't think I could carry this weapon on a long march.
12. Someone smaller than me could carry this weapon.
13. Someone bigger than me could carry this weapon.
14. I'd rather carry a pistol than a rifle along with this weapon.
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TABLE 9

Significant Agreements or Disagreements

Distance
0.05 km 0.4 km 3.5 km 10 km

Statement L M H L M H L M H L M I

i + - +
* a2 - - - -

5 + +
6
7
8
9 4- +
1-.-.-.- - - --

10

12
13- --

14 -

wSecond, more than half (29 of 40) of the negative comments

were generated by just four statements. These statements were:

No. 2: 1 wish the weapon were 10 pounds lighter.
% (significant agreement)

No. 3: 1 could carry this weapon al7 day, and it
wouldn't bother me. (significant disagreement)

No. 10: This weapon would be easier to carry in my
squad because I could switch loads with the
others once in a while. (significant
agreement)

No. 13. Someone bigger than me could carry the weapon.

'" (significant agreement)

The pattern of negative responses within these four
* statements, shows that more negative comments were made after the 0.05 km

marcl (II comments) than after the 0.4 km (7 comments), the 3.5 km (6
comments), or the 10 km (5 comments). Since the marches were conducted in
the order of the longest first and shortest last, it may be that the

". subjects complained more at the shorter distances because they were weary
re4  of the test. Furthermore, Load M (13 comments) exceeded Load L (10

comments) and Load H (6 comments.). As shown in the rating-scale
'C. questions, it may be that the soldiers who carried Load M were more willing

to complain than the other two groups.
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*.. M1SCELLANOUS QUEST[)NS

This section give the subjects a chance to express, in their own
words, their opinions to six broad questions. These six questions and some

representative answers to them are discussed below.

I. IU a heavier weapon was guaranteed to kill the target, would

you want to carry it over the kinds of distances and terrain that are like

the course you just ran?

The nays carried the yeas on this question, 34 to 14. The

subject, who said they would want to carry a heavier weapon were mostly
S-. those who carried Load L or those who carried their load for only a short

distance,. Some of the representative negative comments were:

-No, because there would be more weight on me than I

need already....
-No, too heavy; too slow

-No way. It would cause me as a soldier to fall back
in combat.

* -No. I wouldn't carry it 'cause I (could) just barely
% carry this one.

-No, because (a) heavier weapon would make you more
tLred and you couldn't fire Lt effective(ly).

The positive comments were often just the word "yes," with
one confusing exception:

-Yes, I would without a rucksack. It must be easy with

a rucksack.

2. Do you think the kinds of maneuvers you made on the course
are realistic of a combat situation? Why?

"C. Most of the subjects did not feel the demonstration was
reallstic, especially for the longer two marches. Some typical negative
comments were:

-No, just walked down the road.

-No, because a road is considered a danger area.

-No, because we walked along side of the road. In

combat you travel through the woods.

-No, because (there) wasn't any ambushes. No problem.F: -No, because in combat we deal with ditches, hills,

(and) very thick brush!.
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Most of the positive responses included no additional
comment, except for these two:

-Yes! Well, 3500 m is about how far an infantryman
walks.

-Yes. We would have to (do) a bit of running in
combat.

3. What changes would you make to the test to make it more
realistic? Some of the representatives comments to this question were:

-None.

-A lighter weapon and going through the woods.

-Go mechanized.

-Combat situations.

-Take it through the wood line.

-Make it a tactics field problem.

-off-road terrain, more hills.

-Bounding overwatch in the woods.

-Part road, part wood with obstacles.

4. Can you think of better ways to carry the weapon? Should it
have a handle on it?

The opinion was divided about the need for a handle (the
majority didn't think the weapon needed one) but those who mentioned it
approved of the harness which allowed the weapon to be attached to the
soldier's belt and shoulder strap.

Perhaps the most cogent comment, and the one that best fits
HEL's recommendation that a heavy weapon should belong with the mechanized
infantry was:

-(Put it) on a jeep.

5. Could you have run this course any faster?

w p l This question produced some indignation ("Nol" and "No way"were popular answers), but also a few considered comments:

-Possibly, under a combat situation.

accurately.
-ieioud have but I couldn't have fired my weapon
-Yes, if it was lighter.
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6. Have yo,i ever carried a havy weapon system like this before,
like a Dragon, an M60, or a mortar? If so, what kinds? How did you feel
about how easy or hat! they were to cary?

This question was a survey question to discover how experi-
enced the subjects were at carrying other heavy weapon systems. Twelve of
the 15 subjects had carried some type of heavy weapon system; the most
often mentioned ones were the Dragon, the M60 machinegun, and the 90 mm

recoiLless rifle. Two subjects also meitioned that they had carried the
PRC-77 radio, not a w,-apon, but a heavy, well-configured load.

DISCUSSLON

This demo set oit to determine if soldiers could carry an TMAAWS
weighing as much as 20 kg. Perhaps HEL's recommendation of a 30-pound (14
kg) TMAAWS was too r,!strictive. The demo's results were unequivocal.

S-" Soldiers could carry even the heaviest IMAAWS under all of the conditions
the USAIS had specified. We at USAHEL 4ere surprised, frankly, that there
wasn't a more obvious effect of the wel.ght of the weapon. This effect,
after all, has been shown in dozens of studies (Brainerd, 1982).

What made the Infantry School's deno different? Should significance
be attached to the results?

This demonstration was different for two reasons: lack of realism and
small sample sizes. The first affected the severity of the task, easing
the burden of the heaviest IMAAWS. The second ensured that any differences
in performance caused by weapon weight would be hard to verify

statistically.

All- field studies must sacrifice some realism to control the relevant
variables. The original plan was for the squad members to be able to trade
off loads as they worked their way toward the objective. But a realistic
test is hard to design, and the Infantry School had little time. The data
were needed quickly to help determine how much the IMAAWS should weigh.

O The simplicity of the demo, as dictated by the matrix of
manportability meant that such hard-to-control variables like rough
terrain, poor footing, and concealment were not tested. The soldiers
marched or ran over open roads of packed dirt or tar, without any obstacles
to contend with except for a single creek 4 or 5 feet wide.

Even the weather contributed to the lack of realism: Warm, sunny March
day gave the soldiers the feeling of being on an afternoon outing rather
than a military maneuver. Furthermore, the soldiers had plenty of
opportunity to stop and rest, expecially at the medic stops where the lines

were long.
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Despite the idealized conditions, Lhe results still might have shown
something useful, but the sampling of soldiers was too small. Only 15
soldiers wero available on short notice, and that severely restricted the
design of the demonstration. The usual way to use these 15 subjects would
be to come up with a replicated design in which each subject carried each

.. of the three IMAAWS under all conditions. This design gets the most out of
* a small number of subjects but costs the experimenter extra time.

When time i short, experimenters often use a matched-groups design.
Two or uore groups of subjects are chosen so that each group is similar to
the others bi whatever qualities are important to the experiment. For
instance, subjects could be grouped for a portability study based on their
running speeds aad body weights because these two variables have be shown
to be important in portage performance (Brainerd, 1982). Matched-group
designs can save time because 'he different groups, representing different
conditions, can perform a task a, the same time. In replicated designs,
the subjects must perform each c d.r -on sequentially, since they can only
do one task at a time.

SlUnfortunately, the USAIS was short of both time and subjects, and no
test design is particularly suited for that situation. They chose to use a

N matched-groups design with the subjects matched on running speed. The
experimenters also could have matched the groups by body weight, another
important variable in portage, but there is no evidence that their failure
to do so resulted in groups of unequal weight.

The choice of matched groups resulted in two problems: First, there
were, only 15 subjects available, so dividing them up into three

matched-groups yielded a sample size of only five per group. A sample size
of five is too small for this sort of study, unless it is very tightly
controlled.

Second, each subject carried only one of the three IMAAWS throughout
the demo. Had the subjects been able to carry all three weapons, they
would have been more likely to assign a consistent set of ratings to the
loads. As it was, they had no experience with the other groups' loads, so
they didn't have a firm idea of what kind of ratings to assign. For
instance, the group that carried Load M consistently assigned more
unfavorable ratings thon either of the other two groups. Their ratings may
not reflect any particular difficulty with Load M, but shows perhaps that

*. they felt more displeased with the task than the other groups. This

supposition is supported by the fact that the Load M group also checked
more complaints than the other two groups.

Thiq effort has been called a demonstration because of the small
sample sizes, the test design, and the lack of realism. It falls short ofbeing a valid field test, experiment, or study. The demo did show that

tinder certain (nearly ideal) conditions, well-motivated soldiers can carry
loads weighing as much as 51 kg for as far as 10 km. Whether they can

maneuver aith those loads under realistic conditions is another matter.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The results of this demonstration do not, in themselves, lead us to
- any particular recommendations on the weight of the IMAAWS. The results

fail to indicate that a 45-pound IMAAWS can be carried as easily as a
.-25-pound weapon.

We recommend that future studies of portability be conducted with
greatc- consideration for tactics and terrain. Testing should allow the
squad to act tactically, trading off loads if the situation warrants. More
than one round should be carried by the squad, and the IMAAWS components
should be divided up among the squad members. This was the original plan

*. of the study proposed by the USAIS and advocated by USAHEL.

In the absence of conclusive data to the contrary, the recomendations
made in USAHEL's Technical Memorandum 6-81, "Man-Portability Considerations
for an Improved Medium Antiarmor Assault Weapons (IMAAW)" (2) should remain
unchanged:

S. 1. The IMAAWS gunner should be a dedicated gunner and carry, for
example, a pistol instead of a rifle.

2. The IMAAWS should add no more than 30 pounds to the load to
the light infantryman.

3. If the weight of the IMAAWS, including the night sight,
.' exceeds 30 pounds, the weapon should be crew-served.

4. Consideration should be given to a heavier, and therefore, a
more effective IMAAWS for mechanized and motorized infantry, because they
would be required to carry the IMAAWS for only relatively short distances.
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MANPORTABILITY OF IMAAWS (amended copy of draft)

1. Background. During HQDA conference of ASARC principals, 29 October
1980, a decision was reached to terminate the existing contracts for
candidate IMAAWS since they did not meet the manportability requirements of
dismounted infantry. The conference stated that the IMAAWS must be a
manportable system in its ready-to-fire condition. The upper limit for
system weight, ....... was fifty-five (55) pounds. TRADOC was directed by
DA to re-examine the requirements for IMAAWS and to place special emphasis

V1  on weight. The manportability issues were defined as follows by USAIS:

a. Can the 5th, 50th, and 95th percentile infantryman, carrying the
IMAAWS (and "fighting load") effectively employ the system after meeting
the conditions of Appendix B, paragraph 3.0? If any responses are "no,"

how much should the IMAAWS weight to meet these conditions?

b. What should be the maximum carry length and launch tube/end cap
diameter? USAIS requested recommendations pertaining to the manportability
issues from USA quman Engineering Laboratory (USAHEL). These were provided
in Technical Memorandum 6-81, Manportability Considerations for an Improved
Medium antiarmor Assault Weapon (IMAAW). Additionally, USAIS conducted

field test of manportability at Fort Benning, GA.

2. 1JSAHE Technical Memorandum 6-81, Manportability Considerations for an
Improved Medium Antiarmor Assault Weapon (IMAAW).

a. The USAIIEL position has been that an infantryman cannot carry a
system as heavy as previous IMAAWS (more than 50 pounds) and that weight
limits are a function of the portable distance. The purpose of the USAHEL
investigation was "to review and summarize the data base on portability
that is relevant to IMAAWS in order to determine the maximum weight for
this infantry system and to make recommendations pertaining to portability
issues raised by USAIS."

b. USAHEL assimilated data on portability from several source
reports. The findings are summarized herein.

(1) USAHEL Technical Memorandum 20-73. The Effect of Weight and
Length on the Portability of Antitank Systems for the Infantryman. The
courses used included a 1.5 km cross-country march, a 1.4 km road march,
and a 700 m obstacle course. The study looked at the percentage of men
able to keep up with the slowest man carrying the fighting load and the
percentage of change in the time to complete the course. The conclusion
was that 85% of the soldiers carrying a 24-lb load, in addition to the
fighting load of 36.7 lb, would be unable to keep up with an infantry
rifleman.
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(2) Portability Trial of Mock-up Round 1980's Crew Portable
Guided Antitank Weapon, APRE Report 26175: Test soldiers carried the

' fighting load alone or the fighting load and a 30-pound MAW mock-up
(IMAAWS) through an obstacle course. The conclusion was that the MAW
gunner would not be able to keep up with the squad.

(3) TOW Squad Members Loads, USAHEL letter, data 2 August 1977:
The total load weight varied from 94-126 pounds. The subjects could not

negotiate the obstacle course because the load was too heavy and unstable.

(4) Comparison Test of Standard ALICE and Other Back Pack
-.- Systems Portability, Draft USAHEL Report: Originally, the study included

loads of 50, 90, 115 and 135 pounds and a 10 km march. The study was
altered to exclude the 135-pound load and to shorten the march to 5 km, as
these conditions were considered to be untenable and debilitating.

(5) MAW Portability. Draft USAHEL Report: While there is
degradation of tracking performance after portage, no significant
differences were found among loads carried.

-(6) Findings of HEL Input. The review conducted by USAHEL to
address the issues raised by USAIS assumed that IMAAWS is a squad weapon
and that the IMAAWS gunner must be able to keep up with the rest of the
squad and to negotiate the same distances and obstacles encountered by

a. other squad members, from riflemen to automatic weapon gunners. The report
emphasizes the importance of load configuration of method or carry. The
most dramatic difference is between the Dragon gunner (load 75 pounds) and
the Radio Telephone Operator (load 78 pounds). The Dragon gunners took 80%
longer. The RTO carries a well-configured load in an efficient manner.
The reports states "for road marches, the differences in relative course
times depends more on weight than on configuration or method of carry. For
obstacle courses, configuration and method of carry have the greater
effect...so, for the foot soldier, both types of portability courses are
relevant for evaluating portability."

c. Summary of HEL Input. USAHEL concludes that Dragon is at or near
the weight limit of portability for the infantryman and recommends that:

(I) The TMkAWS gunner should be a dedicated gunner.

(2) IMAAWS should weigh less than 30 pounds.

(3) If the weight of IMAAWS to include the night sight exceeds
30 pounds, the weapon should be crew-served.

d. Uncertainties of HEL Input. Uncertainties related to USAHEL's
report include:

(i) Long road marches (10 kin) are not addressed.

(2) The Dragon systems were carried slung on the shoulder.

O
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(3) No information on actual times is presented. All data is
expressed as percentages. No data is presented on whether or not the
degradations expressed are substantical enough to seriously degrade the
combat capabilities of the squad.

3. Field Test of IMAAWS Manportability. USAIS letter, dated II March
1981.

a. Standards. The IMAAWS (complete system) must be capable of being

carried by one man for 10 km (2.4 km/hr rate of march), 3.5 km (3.5 km/hr
rate of march), 400 m (5 km/hr rate of march) and a 50 m dash. USAIS
conducted a limited evaluation of manportability to attempt to answer some
of the questions about the weights of the proposed IMAAWS systems and the
ability of the soldier to carry those weights and still complete his
miss to.

b. Experimental Design. t7SA[S simulated 25, 35, and 45 pound IMAAWS
by weighting expended Dragon rouads. Fifteen infantry soldiers carried the
simulated IMAAWS and fighting load (and existence load in 10 km case) over
distaiices of 10 kin, 3.5 kin, 400 m, and 50 m. All marches were conducted ot,
hardtop and/or dirt roads. No differences among groups were found as
regards the time to complete the course, change in blood pressure or pulse
rate, marksmanship scores, or time to fire 15 rounds.

c. Results of USAIS Field Test. USAIS found that none of the loads
carried degraded the soldier's physical condition past medically acceptable
limits. Additionally, no significant differences in the time to complete
any of the courses, marksmanship scores, or time to fire 15 rounds were
noted.

d. Uncertainties of USAIS Field Test. Limitations of the USAIS

evaluation were small sample size (five test soldiers per weapon system),
short duration and the evaluation (2 days), no consideration of obstacle

*, course or cross-country maneuvers, and ideal weather conditions.

4. Conclusions.

a. Weights in access of 30 pounds degrade the rate of movement of the
. squad through obstacles.

b. A well configures load significantly enhances the manportahitity
of a weapon system, e.g., the RTO carries more weight than the Dragon
gunner, yet completed the obstacle course in leus time.

* c. Within the scope of the USAIS field test, the IMAAWS gunner can
successful ly carry up to 45 pounds in addition to his fighting load and his
exigtenc load in less than established march times.

' . Based on the USAHEL recommendatons and the UTSAI fle Id test, a
35-pound IMAAWS is highly desirable.
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